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The electron Fermi surface of semimetallic alloys Bi, -,
Sb, was experimentally investigated in
~ A monotonic increase of the Fermi-surface volume in L
the composition interval 0 . 2 3 <~0.56.
was observed with increasing x. It is established that the angle of inclination of the electron
ellipsoids in the basal plane decreases linearly with increasing x. Data are obtained which indicate
that the holes of the investigated samples are located at Hextrema, just as in pure antimony. It is
shown that the transformation of the electron Fermi surface of Bi, - ,Sb, alloys in the entire
composition range O<x< 1 can be described successfully by the model of McClure and Choi
provided that a number of parameters of the model depend on the composition x.
PACS numbers: 7 1.25.H~
INTRODUCTION

Bismuth and antimony, which form a continuous series
Sb, in the range O<x< 1, are typical
of solid solutions Bi, -,
semimetals.'-*A characteristic feature of Bi, - ,Sb, alloys is
that they go over into the semiconducting phase in the concentration range 0.07<x<0.22 (Refs. 6-9). Semiconducting
Bi, - ,Sb, alloys can be classified as narrow-band materials,
since their thermal gap does not exceed 30 meV. Detailed
calculations of the band structure of bismuth and antimony'~
have
~ made possible a qualitative understanding of why
the alloys go over into the semiconducting phase in a narrow
interval of the concentrations x (Refs. 10 and 11). Calculat i o n s ' ~have
~ shown that the terms that determine the tops of
the valence bands of bismuth and antimony have different
symmetries. With increasing antimony concentration x, the
top of the valence band (the term Tz3)shifts rapidly downward in energy and reaches the botom of the conduction
band at x = 0.07 (Ref. 6). In the course of the elmination of
the band overlap, the terms that determine at the point L the
bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence
band become inverted, and this causes the transition of the
alloys into the gapless state at xz0.04 (Refs. 10 and 11).
The rearrangement of the band structure in the
Bi, -,
Sb, alloys with increasing x in the ranges 0<x<0.22
has by now been sufficiently well studied."19 At the same
time, there are practically no data on the band structure of
the alloys in the composition interval 0.22<x<0.75. We still
do not know the symmetry of the term that determines the
top of the valence band of the alloys in the region of the
semiconductor-semimetal transition (x = 0.22). In the composition interval 0 . 7 5 9 1,
~ as
~ shown convincingly in Ref.
20, the hole parts of the Fermi surface are located at the
points H of the reduced Brillouin zone (just as in pure antimony2s2').
The electron Fermi surface of bismuth consists of three
quasi-ellipsoidsthat have different axes and are centered relative to the points L and rotated away from the basal plane
by an angle 0 = + 6"211(Refs. 1 and 5). A dispersion law
that describes in best fashion the entire aggregate of the existing experimental data was proposed for the bismuth carri1247
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Their dispersion equation
ers at L by McClure and Choi.22,23
was obtained with the aid of the k*pmethod and contains a
large number of parameters Qji,(a,),, and Pgk,,which manifest themselves respectively in first, second, and third orders
of perturbation t h e ~ r y ~ ~ . ~ ~ :
where

Here k is the wave vector reckoned from the point L, the x
axis is parallel t o the binary axis, the y axis makes an angle
6"21' with the bisector direction, the z axis makes an angle
6"211with the trigonal axis, E,, is the direct gap in L, the
energy E is reckoned from the middle of the gap in L, and the
subscripts v and c correspond to the valence and conduction
bands. The parameters Q, characterize the k-p interaction of
the valence and conductions bands. The parameters a g ,
which are reciprocal correction masses (ag= mdmg),take
into account the effect of the four additional bands at L on
the curvatures of the valence and conduction bands. It follows from symmetry that all the off-diagonal elements a g ,
with the exception of a,,,are equal to zero. The parameters
agcan be either positive or negative. All that remain inf are
the terms containing Pgk,,in which ky enters raised to the
maximum powers (k:,k:,k;).
The reason for the latter is
that ky corresponds to the elongation direction, so that these
terms should have the maximum values.
The dispersion law (1)is written in the atomic system of
units: e = m, = fi = 1, the energy unit is one Hartree =027.2
eV, and the length unit is the Bohr radius a, = 0.529 A.
All the constant parameters (Q,,aO,POk,)in (1)are empirical and are determined from a comparison of theory with
experiment.
Owing to the strong interaction between the valence
band and the conduction band in the x and z directions (the
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TABLE I. Parameters of the electron dispersion law of bismuth and intimony (the values of Q,,ai,,
and P,,k, are given in the atomic system of
units).
--

Parameter

I

Bismuth"

meV

E,

egL, meV

29.4
-11.4

Q11

Qaz
Qas

ac2 2

p1122

Pzzm
pa23

I

Bismutha6*
30.2kO. 1
-(9k2)

0.455
0.0322
0.342
0.735

0.451~0.005
0.034~0.uo1
0.340~0.005
1.15f 0.05

0.676

0.6650.03

0.145
-15.9
-17.0

-

-

-

Antimony, present
work*.
140.5+10
(129.5)
180f30
(219)
0.296f 0.01
0.01rto.01
0.355i-0.01
1.0*0.3
(1.15)
0.67&0.01
(0.66)

-

7 +2
3.4k0.3
2.lk0.2

*The parameters were determinedwithin the framework of the dispersion
law (2).
**The parameters indicated in parentheses were obtained from expressions (7),(lo), (1 I), and (12).

parameters Q,, and Q,, are large), the terms containing
(a,,),,,and (a,,),,,can in principle be left out under the condition that the energy E does not penetrate too far into the
interior of the conduction band or the valence band. At the
same time, the parameter Q,, is anomalously small, so that
at least terms with (a,,),,,should be retained. Table I lists the
parameters obtained by McClure and Choi22,23for bismuth
precise data.
via comparison of the theory with ~del'man's~
In the case when only the integrated characteristics of
the electron Fermi surface are of interest, it is possible to use
successfully the simplified McClure dispersion law24
(e+~,~/2+u,,,k,2/2)(e-egL/2-aCzzk,2/2)
=Qll%2+Q2,"k'+Q152k.2.
(2)
In the change from the dispersion law (1)to the dispersion law (2),all the terms that appear in third-order perturbation theory were left out, as well as the terms containing
(a,,),,, (a,,),,, and (a,,),,. With decreasing Fermi energy
EF = IE 1 - 1E,, /2 1 and of the modulus of the gap parameter
&I, 1, Eqs. (1) and (2) go over into the Lax dispersion law
(simple two-band model)25:
Near the bottom of the conduction band or near the top
of the valence band in L, as (E,, ( 4 ,the shape of the equalenergy surface approaches an ellipsoid, and the anisotropy
of the electron and hole Fermi surfaces practically coincide
and are determined by the anisotropy of the matrix elements
QU(see(3))(in the latter case one speaks of the "mirror reflection" of the electron and hole spectra). Within the framework of the Lax model, the square of the cyclotron mass on
the Fermi level, mf (E,), increases linearly with increasing
corresponding extremal section S. At a magnetic-field orienit follows from (3)that
tation HJJy,
(m, ,i,/m,)
1248

(4)

2=~m~nlnQ~i~3~+~t~V4Q1i2Q~329
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where m, ,
,is the maximum cyclotron mass on the Fermi
level, m, is the mass of the free electron, and S,, is the
minimum cross section of the Fermi surface in L. As shown
in Refs. 12, 26, and 27, for electrons and holes in L of bismuth and semiconducting Bi, - ,Sb, alloys, expression (4)is
well satisfied at least in the interval 0 < &,g40 meV. I t follows therefore that in this range of the Fermi energy E, the
influence of the remote bands on the dispersion of the electrons and holes in L in the direction of the short semi-axes
(k,,k,) is negligibly small. At (a,,),,,, (a,,),,#O, with
further increase of e,, the function m2, ,in = F(Smin)
may
turn out to be nonlinear.
Despite the smallness of the gap parameter E,, of bismuth and of the alloys Bi, -,
Sb, (O<x<O.15),the influence
of the remote bands on the dispersion the electrons in holes
in L in the elongation direction (k, of the equal-energy surfaces turns out to be quite noticeable (Q,, is small, see Table
I). As a result of this influence, the holes in they direction
have a smaller transport mass than the electrons (a,, > a,,, )
(Table I).12,14v26
Because of this nonspecularity of the spectra, at equal E, and, &, , the anisotropy of the hole equalenergy surfaces is smaller than the anisotropy of the electron
, #0).
The anisotropy of the electron and
surfaces ( E ~E~~
hole quasi-ellipsoids in L of the semiconducting alloys
Sb,, where E,, > 0, decreases monotonically with inBi, -,
creasing Fermi energy.l 2
Comparison of a large number of experimental data
Sb, alloy with
makes it possible to conclude that for a Bi, -,
a "normal" spectrum (i.e., at egL> O),no saddle point is realized in the spectrum; this is possible only if a,,, ,aczz> 0
(Table I). A saddle point in L can be obtained in principle for
bismuth (E,, <O) under pressure (the modulus of the gap
parameter egLincreases with increasing pressure2') or for
semiconducting Bi, -,Sb, alloys (E,, > 0)after they have
been transferred to the region of the inverted spectrum
( E , ~< 0) with the aid of pressure.29
The antimony carrier density at helium temperatures
exceeds by more than two orders of magnitude the carrier
density in bismuth.,' The shapes of the three electron sections of the Fermi surface, centered oust as in the case of
bismuth) about the points L of the reduced Brillouin zone,
deviate noticeably from an ellipsoid.30The dispersion laws
of the electrons and holes of antimony in L, in the directions
of the short semiaxes of the energy surfaces, were described
in Refs. 31 and 32 by using the Lax model2*(i.e., an equation
of the type (3)was assumed). The possibility of using Eq. (1)
for the electrons and holes in L for antimony has not been
investigated to this day. Nonetheless, it is clear from general
considerations that the terms that appear in (1) in third-order perturbation theory can cause at large values of k the
characteristic deviations of the shape of the Fermi surface
from ellipspidal, which are observed experimentally in pure
antimony.,
In this study we have experimentally investigated the
Fermi surface of semimetallic Bi, - ,Sb, alloys in the composition interval 0.23GxGO.56 and attempted to describe the
restructuring of the energy spectrum of the carriers in the
Bi, - ,Sb, alloy system in the entire interval O<x< 1 on the
Brandt eta/.
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basis of the McClure and Choi dispersion law (l).22-24A
monotonic increase of the volume of the electron Fermi surface was observed in L in the range 0.23(x(0.56. In the
composition interval 0.23(x(0.36 the electron Fermi surface can be described in first-order approximation by a
three-ellipsoid model. The angle of inclination of the electron ellipsoids to the basal plane decreases linearly with increasing~.Data are obtained indicating that the holes of the
investigated alloys are located at H extrema, just as in pure
antimony. It is shown that the carrier dispersion in L of pure
antimony is satisfactorily described by the model of
The parameters in the dispersion law
McClure and Choi.22,23
(1)are calculated from the experimental data known for pure
a n t i m ~ n y . ~ ' *It~ "is- also
~ ~ shown that the restructuring of
the electron Fermi surface of the Bi, -,Sb, alloys, in the
entire interval O<x< 1, can be successfully described by the
model of McClure and Choi under the condition that a number of parameters of the models depend on the composition
X.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE. SAMPLES

The basic method of investigating the Fermi surface of
Sb, (0.23<x<0.56) used in the
the semimetallic alloys Bi, -,
present study was the Shubnikov-de Haas effect. The Shubnikov oscillations of the magnetoresistance p(H)and of the
first derivative dp(H )/dH were written down in the magnetic-field range O<H< 55 kOe at temperatures 1.9 K< T(4.2 as
the magnetic field was rotated in the binary-bisector (HlC,)
and bisector-trigonal (HlC,) planes. Singlecrystal samples
of the alloys were placed at the center of a superconducting
solenoid in a drum-type rotating device. The sample rotation
angle 0 relative to the direction of the magnetic field H was
determined accurate to
0.10" with an induction transducer connected in a follow-up system. The signal 1/H, as
well as the signal
aH f p H 2 , used to suppress the
monotonic behavior o f p ( )~or dp(H)/dH, was generated
with the aid of analog computing devices. The electric voltages proportional to 0, H, and 1/H were fed to digital volt-

-+

-

meters. The signal a p ( H), after subtracting the signal ap(0)
and the monotonic component, was amplified by an F118/1
photoelectric amplifier. To record the Shubnikov oscillations of dp(H)/dH we used a standard modulation technique.
The signal a dp(H)/dH was fed to a narrow-band amplifier
and to a phase detector. In the latter case, the monotonic
component was subtracted at the output of the phase detector. The Shubnikov oscillations of p(H ) or dp(H)/dH were
recorded in s magnetic field of either direction using an automatic x-y plotter.
The Bi, -,Sb, single crystals were prepared by zone
melting. The rate of motion of the zone was chosen such as to
exclude the possibility of a cellular substructure as a result of
concentrational supercooling. The composition of the
Bi, - ,Sb, alloys wasdetermined by x-ray microprobe analysis.
Rectangular samples with the typical dimension
0.5 x 0.5 x 3 mm were cut along the binary axis C2 from the
single-crystal blanks by an electric-spark setup. The trigonal
axis C3 and the bisector were directed perpendicular to the
lateral faces of the sample. After etching the sample in a
polishing etchant and washing in ethyl alcohol, current contacts were soldered to the end faces of the samples with
Wood's alloy. The potential contacts made of tinned copper
wire (50,um diameter) were welded to the central part of the
sample at a distance 0.5 mm from one another by electricspark welding. Altogether we investigated 12 samples of
Bi, - ,Sb, alloys in the composition range 0 . 2 3 <0.56
~~
(Table 11).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Shubnikov oscillations of the magnetoresistance of
the Bi, - ,Sb, alloys were recorded in the present study in
both longitudinal (HI1j) and transverse (Hlj)configurations.
All the characteristic oscillation features possessed by pure
bismuth were observed in this
1) At equivalent orientations of the magnetic field, on
going from the longitudinal (Hllj) to the transverse (Hlj)

TABLE 11. Principal parameters of the electron Fermi surface in L for the Bi, - Sb, alloys investigated in the present study.
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configuration, the phase of thep(H)oscillations changed by
180"; when the successive quantum Landau level was detached from the Fermi level, the magnetoresistance p(H)
passed through a maximum at Hl(jand through a minimum
at Hlj.
2) The temperature dependence of the amplitude of the
Shubnikov oscillations ofp(H) in the longitudinal configuration (Hllj)had an anomalous character-the amplitude of the
oscillations decreased when the temperature was lowered
from 4.2 to 1.9 K. At H l j the amplitude of the oscillations
increased with decreasing temperature in the standard mannere3'
It is known that the longitudinal plland transverse p,
magnetoresistances (neglectingthe anisotropy of the material at H = 0) are expressed in terms of the component of the
conductivity tensor u U ( H )at Hllz with the aid of the equation~~~

When the next Landau level emerges a, goes through a minimum and a, through a maximum. For pure bismuth and
Sb, alloys, where N = P, we have a,, (a,, , so
pure Bi, -,
that when the Landau level is detached pllreaches a maximum value andp, a m i n i m ~ m .If~ bismuth
~ . ~ ~ or Bi, - ,Sb,
is doped by donor (Te, Se) or acceptor (Sn, Pb) impurities
(N #P), the inverse inequality holds, uxy)a,. In this case
bothpll and p, go through a maximum when the quantum
Landau level is detached from the Fermi l e ~ e l . ' ~ , ~ ~
The anomalous temperature dependence of the amplitude of the Shubnikov oscillations of the longitudinal magnetoresistance pll of pure bismuith and of pure Bi, -,
Sb,
alloys is due to the peculiarities of the interlevel phonon scattering at low temperature^.^^
Scattering by an ionized impurity predominates at helium temperatures in bismuth and in Bi, - ,Sb, alloys doped
by donors or acceptors.
The temperature dependence
of the oscillation amplitude of the longitudinal magnetoresistance acquires in this case a classical character (just as in
the de Haas-van Alphen effect).35
It follow from the foregoing that the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the oscillations of the longitudinal magnetoresistance p,, in the investigated pure
Bi, - ,Sb, alloys can not be used to calculate the cyclotron
masses of the carriers by the standard method. In the present
paper the carrier cyclotron masses (HIIC,) were calculated
' ~ QH-j = 60",where there were no
by the usual p r o c e d ~ r eat
anomalies whatever.
Quantum oscillations of the magnetoresistance p(H)
and of the derivative dp(H)/dH were observed in all the investigated alloys in a wide range of angles when the magnetic
field was rotated in the binary-bisector and bisector-trigonal
planes. In accord with the character of the angular dependences of the oscillation frequency, the investigated samples
Sb, alloys can be arbitrarily divided into two
of the Bi, -,
groups. In the samples of the first group, with 0.23<x<0.35,
oscillations were observed only from the electron Fermi surface, while in the samples with x > 0.35 oscillations were observed both from the electron and from the hole Fermi sur'2*26727
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FIG. 1 . Shubnikov oscillations of the derivative a p ( H ) / a Hat HJIC,
(QHj = 60') vs the close-to-minimum section of the electron Ferrni surface in L at T = 2.1 K for samples of Bi, -,Sb, alloys (Table 11):1-(1-4),
2 - 4 1-6), 3-(1-7), 4-41-8), 5-(1-11). The monotonic component of
dp(H)/b'H is suppressed.

faces. It should be noted that the hole oscillations had as a
rule a very small amplitude and were recorded reliably only
in a narrow angle interval, so that the authors were unable to
reconstruct fully the form of the hole fermi surface. Nonetheless, the data obtained in the present paper allow us to
state that the general character of the angular dependences
of the hole-oscillation frequency in the investigated alloys
agrees qualitatively with the analogous dependences of the
frequency of the hole oscillaitons in pure antimony." The
holes of the investigated alloys are located, with high degree
of probability, at the H extrema (just as in pure antimony2.30-32).

The frequency of the Shubnikov oscillations from the
electron Fermi surface at L increase abruptly with increas~
at
ing x (Fig. 1). In the composition range 0 . 2 3 <0.35,
HIIC, and near this direction, high-frequency oscillations
from the maximum S,,, and from the close-to-maximum
sections of the electron Fermi surface at L were reliably registered.
In the angle interval QHC, = + 10" the high-frequency oscillations from one of the electron ellipsoids and the
low-frequency oscillations from the two other electron ellipsoids occur in different fields, so that the oscillations from
the close-to-maximum cross sections become noticeable
only in the region of the quantum limit for small cross sections (Fig. 2).
In an analogous situation, frequency modulation of the
high-frequency oscillations is observed in pure bismith and
in n-type superconducting Bi, -,
Sb, alloys, owing to the
strong motion of the Fermi level E J H ) in a magnetic
field.'2.3637 Beyond the quantum limit, for small sections of
the Fermi surface at L, the frequency of the high-frequency
oscillations from the near-maximum sections of the electron
Brandt et aL
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tum-limit field H,, corresponding to the emergence of the
doublet (0+,lP) practically coincides with the frequency
A -' of the oscillations from the given extremal section.
It follows from the theoretical calculations of McClure
and Choi for a material such as bismuth that the charge
carriers in L, at arbitrary orientation of the magnetic field,
have a spin-splitting factor of the formz3

-

H;' k0e-'

FIG. 2. Shubnikov oscillations of the derivative d p ( H ) / a Hat HlC, and
QHC, = 8" at T = 4.2 K for sample 1-8. The monotonic component of
ap(H )/aH is suppressed.

Fermi surface can differ substantially from its "quasiclassical" value A
= cS,eh (S, is the extremal section of the
Fermi surface in p-space and A is the period of the oscillations in the reciprocal field).I2In bismuth and in Bi, -,Sb,
alloys with x < 0.12, doped with an acceptor, the effect of
frequency modulation of the highfrequency oscillations near
the binary direction is much less pronounced, owing to the
stabilizing action exerted on the Fermi level by the "heavy"
holes in the T - e ~ t r e m u m . ~ . ' ~ . ~ ~
Our present detailed investigations of the dependence
of the quantum number of the electronic high-frequency oscillations on the reciprocal field, n(l/H ), in a wide range of
magnetic field (both below and above the quantum limit field
for small sections) in the angle range - 15"< 8 + 15" near
the binary direction, have shown that frequency modulation
ofthe oscillations of the investigated pure Bi, - ,Sb, alloys is
practically nonexistent. This experimental fact can be qualitatively explained in the following manner. In the angle interval QHC2 = + 15", when the magnetic field is rotated in
the binary-bisector plane, the small sections of four of the six
pairwise equivalent hole quasi-ellipsoids at the H points are
close in magnitude to the small sections of the two electron
quasi-ellipsoidsin L (Ref. 2 1).If the quantum-limit fields H,,
for the electron and hole quasi-ellipsoids are comparable in
magnitude, the motion of the Fermi level in a magnetic field,
eF(H), in the ultraquantum region of magnetic fields at small
cross sections, can turn out to be greatly weakened, since the
electrons in L and the holes in H shift separately the Fermi
level in opposite directions. Unfortunately, we were unable
to verify this assumption by direct computer calculations
(e.g., within the framework of the model of Smith, Baraff,
~ . 'lack
~ ) of data on the spin-splitting factor
and R o ~ e l l ~ for
y = A,,,, /A,, for holes at the H points of the reduced Brillouin zone.
It was established in the present study that quantum
oscillations from small sections of the electron Fermi surface
in L have an integer phase (as( l / H )4
the functions n(1/H )
are extrapolated to integer values of the quantum number).
The latter indicates that the spin-splitting factor
y = Aspi,/A,, for small sections of the electron equal-energy surfaces is close to unity.12 Wenote that at y z 1 the quan-

-'
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where K is a dimensionless function that depends little on the
gap&,, ,on the Fermi energy E,, and on the orientation of the
magnetic field H. The deviations of the factor y from unity
are determined to a considerable degree by the energy, gap,
and angular dependences of the cyclotron mass m,(eF) on
the Fermi surface. Bismuth and Bi,-,Sb, alloys with
x < 0.04, where the gap parameter E, < 0, have a factor y
larger than unity for small sections of the electron Fermi
surface and less than 0.5 for the maximum and medium sect i o n ~ . as^^,
~ . ~ E,
~,-+O we have y-1 at any orientation of the
magnetic field. The latter leads, in particular, to a decrease in
the spin-damping angle 8,, in the semimetallic alloys
Bi, - ,Sb, with increasing x in the interval 0 9 ~ 9 0 . 7(Ref.
15).The approach of the factor y to unity for the maximum
section of the Fermi surface in L as
was observed in
semiconducting Bi, - ,Sb, alloys in Ref. 12.
It follows from (5)that the increment to unity reverses
sign when the sign of the gap parameter E, is reversed. Taking this circumstance into account, as well as considering the
data for pure bismuth (E,, < 0),5.23we can assume that in the
Bi, - ,Sb, alloys investigated in the present study, where
E, > 0, the spin-splitting factor y for small sections of the
Fermi surface in L is less than unity (but remains close to
unity). At the same time, the factory for the maximum and
medium sections should be larger than unity. The alloys
Bi, - ,Sb, in the composition interval 0.239~90.27,revealed in the present investigation no spin-damping effectI5
when the magnetic field was rotated in the binary-bisector
plane near the binary direction, so that for the maximum
cross section in the indicated interval of compositions we
have 1<y < 1.5. For Bi, -,
Sb, withx > 0.27, doubling of the
frequency of the high-frequency oscillations from the nearmaximum cross sections of the electron Fermi surface was
observed in a narrow angle interval near HIIC,; this doubling
is possibly due to spin damping (y = 1.5).
Calculation has shown that the angular dependences of
the oscillation frequency A - '(8) from the electron Fermi
surface in L, in the case of the investigated alloys, are described satisfactorily within the framework of the three-ellipsoid model (Figs. 3 and 4). The inclination angle 8 * of the
electron quasi-ellipsoids to the basal plane was determined
by rotating the magnetic field in the bisector-trigonal plane
(HIIC,) (Figs. 3b and 4b). It was observed that 8 * decreases
linearly (in first-order approximation)with increasingx (Fig.
, ~ semi5). Figure 5 shows also the data for pure b i ~ m u t hfor
~'
conducting Bi, -,Sb, alloys,12and for pure a n t i m ~ n y . In
the last case, the angle was taken between the normal to the
minimum section and the bisector direction. We recall that
Brandt st a/.
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FIG. 3. Angular dependences of the frequency of the Shubnikov oscillations A - '(8)-Sex,, (8) from the electron Fermi surface in L of sample 1-3
upon rotation of the magnetic field in the binary-bisector (1)and bisectortrigonal(2)planes. The continuous lines are drawn in accordance with the
three-ellipsoid model: 1) 8 = 0 at H)1C2,2) 8 = 0 at HIIC,.

the signs of 0 * for bismuth and antimony are oppo~ite.'.~
An example of the angular dependence of the frequency
of the Shubnikov oscillations from the hole Fermi surface
when the magnetic field is rotated in the binary-bisector
plane (HlC,) is shown in Fig. 4a (the corresponding branch
is shown by the dashed curve). In the case of oscillations
from small sections, the frequencies corresponding to the
electron and hole Fermi surfaces were separated using a
Fourier analysis and a computer. The character of the angular dependence of the hole-oscillation frequency at HlC,

I

I

FIG. 5. Dependence on the composition x of the angle 8 between the
normal to the minimum section of the electron Fermi surface in L and the
bisector for the alloys Bi, - ,Sb,(O<x< 1):0)present data, 0)Ref. 5, 0)
Ref. 12,U) Ref. 21.

agrees qualitatively with the character of the analogous dependence for the H holes in pure a n t i m ~ n y . ~ '

DlSCUSSlON OF RESULTS
The data obtained in the present paper (Table 11)point
to a smooth character of the rearrangement of the band
structure of Bi, -,Sb, alloys in the composition interval
0.22 <x< 1. It was therefore of interest to ascertain whether
the dispersion law (1) of McClure and Choi22-24is suitable
for the description of the energy spectrum of the carriers in L
in the system of Bi, - ,Sb, alloys in the entire composition
interval O<x<l. An analysis of the transformation of the
Fermi surface of Bi, - ,Sb,, with increasing x on the basis of
Eq. (I),is impossible without reliable knowledge of the dependence of the gap parameter E, on the composition x . A
value E ~ , = ( - 9 + 2) meV for bismuth at T = 4.2 K was
obtained by MullerZ6(see also Ref. 23)). The E,(x) dependence in the composition interval O<x<O. 15 was obtained by
Tichovolski and Mavroides from magneto-optical measurements." The dependence of the gap parameter EEL on the
composition x, plotted from the results of Refs. 9, 11, 16, 17,
and 26, is linear within the experimental error and is described by the empirical formula
E ~ L[meV]
.
=

-

FIG. 4. Angular dependences of the frequency of the Shubnikov oscillaand hole (0)Fermi surfaces
tions A - '(8) S,,,, (8) from the electron (0)
of sample 1-8 upon rotation of the magnetic field in the binary-bisector (1)
and bisector-trigonal (2)planes: 1) 8 = 0 at HIIC,, 2) 8 = 0 at HIJC,.
1252
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(-9f 228s).

(6)

From (6) it follows that E, = 219 meV for pure antimony
(x = 1). The possibility of using the linear approximation
[Eq.(6)]in the entire range O<x< 1 may raise some doubts.
Unfortunately, at the present time there are no reliadata on
the size of the gap E, in L for pure antimony. The magnetooptical measurement data were not unambiguously explained because of the eplicit absence of the Burstein effect.,
If the influence of the remote bands on the electron dispersion in the directions of the short semi-axes of the equalBrandt et aL
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energy surfaces in L is neglected, the values of the gap E,
and of the product Q,,Q,, for antimony can be determined
from the dependence of mf on S,, with the aid of expression (4). We have calculated E, and Q,,Q,, using experimental data for antimony doped with donors (Te)and acceptors (Sn).31.32
The values obtained were E, = 180 meV and
Q,,Q,, = 0.105. We note that the accuracy with which E, is
determined by these methods is low and amounts to
30
meV (Table I).
We have attempted in this study to determine for pure
antimony the parameters that enter in the dispersion law (1)
of McClure and
using the angular dependences
obtained for the Fermi wave vector k,(B) from investigations of the radio-frequency size effect in antimony by Herrod, Gage, and G~odrich.~'
It was established that introduction into the simplified
McClure dispersion law (2) of only three terms containing
P,,,,, PZz3,,and P,,,, and appearing in the third order of
perturbation theory (see Eq. (1))is sufficient for a satisfactory
description of the electron Fermi surface of antimony. Figure 6 shows the experimental and theoretical angular dependences of the electron wave vector k(0 ) in the bisector-trigonal plane with the parameters contained in Table I. The
theoretical curve a corresponds to a Fermi energy
E~ = 140.5 meV (the Fermi energy is reckoned from the bottom of the conduction band). The theoretical curves b and c
were drawn respectively at E, = 80 and 20 meV. In all three
cases E, = 180 meV. As can be seen from Fig. 6, with decreasing Fermi energy the contribution of the terms containing P,,,,, P,,,,, and P,,,, (see (1))becomes weaker. In this
case the shape of the electron Fermi surface becomes close to
ellipsoidal, the angle between the normal to the maximum
principal direction and the trigonal axis C, decreases rapidly, and the angle between the maximum and minimum cross
sections approaches 77/2.
Comparison of the parameters of the electron dispersion law, determined for pure bismuth and pure antimony
(Table I), allows us to conclude the following. The parameters a,,, and a,,,, which take into account the influence of
the remote bands on the dispersion law in they direction,
remain unchanged within the limits of error in the system of

,
,

alloys Bi, -,
Sb, in the entire range O<x< 1. Whenx changes
from zero to one, the parameter Q,, increases by -4%, and
the parameter Q,, decreases by 34%. The parameter Q,,
of antimony remains anomalously small; the accuracy of Q,,
in the last case is very low.
The experimental data obtained in the present study
were analyzed on the basis of the following empirical relations

-

where ~[meV]= E~ + ~ , = / 2is the electron energy reckoned
from the center of the gap in L. The relation (11)presupposes
a linear increase of E in the interval (0.22(x(0.6) and was
obtained with account taken of (6). At x = 0.22 we have
E = .cgL/2 (semiconductor-semimetal transition).
It has been assumed in the present study that the dependence of the gap E, on the composition x is linear at least in
the interval O(x < 0.6 (i.e., expression (6)is valid in the indicated range of compositions). We recall that expression (6)
overestimates somewhat the value of E, for pure antimony
(219 meV as against the value E, = 180 meV that follows
from calculations in accord with the data of Refs. 3 1 and 32).
The Fermi surface in L of the Bi, -,
Sb, alloys investigated in the present study was reconstructed fully only in the
composition interval x < 0.4. At x > 0.4 the high-frequency
oscillations from the maximum and next to maximum sections of the electron Fermi surface are shifted in fields H > 60
kOe, so that it was impossible to record them in our case. The
Sb,
estimate presented in this paper shows that for Bi, -,
with x < 0.4 the contribution made by the terms containing
Pvk,to the dispersion law (I)is quite small. When account is
taken of the experimental errors it is possible, as shown by
calculation, to remain within the framework of the Muller
simplified dispersion law (2).In the latter case, for the principal sections of the Fermi surface in L and for the principal
cyclotron masses on the extremal orbits, the following expressions are validz4
S , ~ , = T C ( E ~ - E/ Q~i iLQ ~~3 /, ~ )
(12)

Smaz
=

8( E ~ - E , ~ ~ / ~ ) ' " R ' ~
[BE ( l ) + ( R - B / 2 ) K ( L )1,
3Qs3

( a u z z a c z r ) 'I

(14)

where
FIG. 6. Angular dependenceof the Fermi wave vector k, of electronsin L
for antimony (0)in the bisector-trigonal plane (HlC,) according to the
data of Ref. 30. Solid lines are drawn in accordance with (1) for the parameters given in Table I (third column):a-E, = 140.5, b--E, = 80,
c-E, = 20 meV. In all three cases E,, = 180 meV.
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R= ( f + R 2 / 4'",)

F=

(E'-E,,~/'~)

'I1

( a ,z2-a,22)12 (a,2?aCzr)
'",

K (I ) and E (I ) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and
Brandt et aL
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FIG. 8. Dependence, on the composition x, of the minimum electron cyclotron mass m, ,,/m,
for Bi, _,
Sb, alloys: 0 ) present study, H)Ref. 9,
Ref. 40, 0 )
A ) Ref. 14,O) Ref. 19, @) Ref. 1 7 , A ) Ref. 5, V)Ref. 13,
Ref. 41. The continuous curves are theoretical.

+)

-'

FIG. 7. Dependence of the Shubnikov oscillations frequency A,,,
from
the minimum section S, of the electron Fermi surface in L on the compositionx, for the alloys Bi, - .Sb,: 0 ) present study, A ) Ref. 14, H ) Ref.
5,O) Ref. 13,n) Ref. 15, A ) Ref. 18,o) Ref. 39. The continuous curves are
theoretical.

second kind, 1 is the modulus, and I '($)(B/2 + R ) / R .
Figure 7 shows the experimental plot, obtained in the
present study, of the frequency Amin of the oscillations
from the minimum section S,, of the electron Fermi surface
in L against the composition x, for the investigated
Bi, -,Sb, alloys in the composition interval 0.23<x<0.56.
The figure shows also a plot of Amin- '(x) for semimetallic
Bi, - ,Sb, alloys withx <0.07 according to data obtained by
others. The continuous theoretical curve for x > 0.22, which
is extrapolated to the value A
= 682 kOe at x = 1 (see
Ref. 21), was obtained with the aid of Eqs. (6)-(8), (11) and
(12).The continuous theoretical curve for x < 0.07 was plotted by solving the electroneutrality equation (N = P ) with
allowance for the dependence of the spectrum parameters on
the composition x and under the condition

Fermi level for the investigated alloys (0.23<x<0.56), and
plots
of
mc min (x)(x< 0.07)
and
moCmin
(~)(0.07
< x < 0.22) as obtained by others (mot min is
the minimum electron cyclotron mass at the bottom of the
band for alloys in the semi-conducting phase). The solid
theoretical curve at x > 0.22, which is extrapolated to
m, = 0.84m0 at x = 1 (seeRefs. 21 and 3 I), was obtained

-'

1/2 is the energy of the top of
where E~~ [meV] = E,, +
the valence band in T, reckoned from the center of the gap in
L (E,, is the band overlap).
Figure 8 shows an experimental plot, against the alloy
compositionx, of the minimum cyclotron mass m , on the
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FIG. 9. Dependence, on the compositionx, of the quasiclassical frequency
of the Shubnikov oscillations A, -' from the maximum section S,,, of
the electron Fermi surface in L for the alloys Bi, - .Sb, :0 ) present study,
0 ) Ref. 5, W) Ref. 18, A ) Ref. 15. The continuous curves are theoretical.
Brandt eta/.
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FIG. 10. Dependence on the composition x, of the maximum electron
cyclotron mass m,,,,/m, for the alloys Bi, _ .Sb,: 0)present study, .
)
Ref. 5 , 0 ) Ref. 19,
Ref. 16, A ) Ref. 17,O) Ref. 41. The continuous
curves are theoretical.

A)

with the aid of Eqs. (7),(8),(1I), and (13).The solid theoretical curve in the region 0.07(x<0.22 was drawn with the aid
of (6),(8),and (13).
Figures 9 and 10 show plots, against the composition x,
of the frequency A,, -' from the maximum section S,,, of
the electron Fermi surface in L, and of the maximum cyclo,
, ,respectively. Figure 10 shows, in the intertron mass m,,
val 0.07<x(0.22, the maximum electron cyclotron mass
m:,,, (x)on the bottom of the band. The theoretical curves
in Figs. 9 and 10 at x)0.22 were calculated from Eqs. (6)(1I), (14),and (15).The theoretical curves on Figs. 8-10 for
x(0.07 were obtained by solving the electroneutrality condition (N = P ) under the condition (18).
From a comparison of the theory with the experimental
data in the range O(x > 0.4 in the present paper we have
determined an empirical expression that describes the dependence of the small parameter Q,, on the composition x of
the alloys Bi, -,Sb,:

Equation (19)is nonlinear. The abrupt decrease of Q,, as a

FIG. I 1. Dependences, on the composition x of the anisotropy S,,, /S,,,
of the electron Fermi surface and of the electron density N of the alloys
Bi, - ,Sb,: 0)present study, 0)Ref. 5, H)Ref. 1 2 , 0 ) Ref. 6. The continuous curves are theoretical (theanisotropy given for the alloys in the semiconductor phase, is that for the bottom of the conduction band).
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FIG. 12. Energy diagram of the restructuring of the spectrum of the alloys
Bi, -,Sb,(O<x( 1). The continuous curves are drawn within the frameworkofthe linear model (Eqs. (6)-(11)and (18)).Thedashed lines a t x > 0.7
aredrawn with account takenofthe values .cgL = 180meVand E, = 140.5
meV for antimony (x = 1)(see Table I).

function ofx in the initial interval of the compositions brings
the dispersion law (2)closer to the Abrikosov dispersion law
proposed in Ref. 38.
Plots of the anisotropy of the electron Fermi surface
S,,, /S,, of the electron density N against the composition
x are shown in Fig. 1 1. The value of N was calculated on the
basis of the dispersion law (2)by numerical integration.
The data obtained in the present paper allows us to conclude that the restructuring of the electron energy spectrum
Sb, alloy system, in the entire interval O(xg 1,
in the Bi, -,
can be successfully described on the basis of the theoretical
model of McClure and Choi22-24provided that a number of
parameters of the model depend on the alloy composition x.
The general character of the restructuring of the energy
spectrum of the Bi, -,
Sb, alloys is illustrated by the diagram of Fig. 12.
In conclusion, the authors take the opportunity to
thank A. B. Ormont and G. N. Ronami for a detailed analysis of the alloy composition with a microprobe analyzer. The
authors are indebted to Professor J. W. McClure and to Dr.
K. H. Choi for supplying the results of the theoretical calculation and for helpful discussions. The authors thank Professor J. R. Anderson and Professor H. D. Drew for stimulating
discussions.
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